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Class Three Newsletter 

This Week  
 

 

The class this week have continued their fantastic start to the new school year. With routines, 

responsibilities and expectations well established, the class have knuckled down and worked incredibly 

hard throughout the week. The children even took on the extra pressure of helping the rest of the 

school to understand a little bit more about friendship and the qualities that a good friend should have 

- Love, Trust, Kindness, Truthfulness, Compassion, Laughs and a few Giggles.  

We had a birthday in Class Three this week so a very special happy birthday mention to Natalia Evans 

who turned 9 on Wednesday! 

Within their Maths lessons this week the children have been writing numbers as words as well as 

numerals, counting in 10s, identifying the place value of digits in a number, partitioning numbers, and 

then using their partitioning skills to add and subtract larger numbers.  A special mention for Cayden 

Essien whose partitioning skills shone particularly brightly throughout the week - well done Cayden! In 

Maths next week the class will be comparing and ordering numbers up to 1000, finding 1, 10 or 100 

more or less than a given number, and rounding numbers to the nearest 10 or 100. 

In English this week the children identified and explored sentence starters and adjectives in order to 

make their writing even more exciting. In English next week the children will explore the use of 

speech marks in their writing.  
 
 

Talk Time  
Please talk to your child about online safety and the importance of keeping personal information safe, 

being kind to others, asking permission to use websites or to share photos, and to tell an adult if 

something upsets them online.  
 

 

Important Dates...  
Class Three Welcome Meeting Thursday 22nd 

September at 6pm. 

Reading & Writing Parents Session - Wednesday 

28th September at 6pm 
 

 

Don’t Forget...  
Please send a named drinks bottle into school that 

can stay in class throughout the term.  

You can buy one from the school office for £1.  
 

 

 

Special News! 
 

This week’s Outstanding Children are:  
                                                    Harrison Price          Jorja Tucker 

                                                 Harley McGowan          Max Parkinson 

  Emily Hoyle         Holly Penston 

                                                 Natasha Ramsey          Libby Bennett 

                                                 Kaitlyn Marsden          Jake Taylor 

Millie Littlewood         Rubie Derbyshire 
 

This week’s Stars of the Week are: 
Natasha Ramsey and Shane Staker 

 

This week’s Star Writers are:  



16/09/2016 
 

Cayden Essien and Libby Bennett  
 


